standard policies, procedures and practices to assure quality
interaction with learners and outputs

There are following Standard policies, procedures and Practices to assure Quality interaction
with Learners & Quality Outputs
a) No Discrimination is permissible, while admitting the students for the Certificate
Course in terms of Cast, Religion, Color or any given reason.
b) All Indian Citizen can participate for the Certificate Program
c) The Standard Form will be provided to fill the details & ensure all the relevant
information is correct that declaration will be done by the candidates.
d) To ensure quality all the document copy will be made available to the concerned
Organization/ Professionals/ College Students/University authorities/Parents.
e) Final admission will be based on HOD/Program Coordinators/Parents
recommendations only, to ensure quality maintenance.
f) After the Admission Form filling & Fees Submission, Students will be provided facility
to interact with the resource person through formal interaction sessions.
g) 90% Focus on Involvement of all the Students through Online/Offline / Stage
Participation/ Presentation Participation/ Opportunity to participate in group discussions
etc. and evaluation sheet will be submitted to the Program coordinator/HOD for their
final remarks to ensure fare evaluation.
h) After completion of the Course, A Evaluation session will get conducted by involving
relevant authorities of the college/ Universities to ensure that passing candidate is
eligible for the Certification.
i) A standard procedure to distribute Certificates by organizing Certificate Distribution
ceremony in the Presence of Industry Leaders/District Authority/ IQAC
Head/Principals/Vice Chancellors/Program Coordinators/Parents and other dignitaries.
j) After the Completion any time support available to clarify any queries, if any.
k) After the acceptance of admission & submission of the fees , No refund will be
applicable in any given condition.
l) All the content/Ideas/PPT/ or any form of value will get created in the class or during
the class , that will be the sole copy right property of the YoungSkilledIndia ( YSIID
Solutions Pvt. Ltd.), also by participating in any form, all the participant will give their
consent to participate in all the promotional activity wherever its required even after
completion. By accepting this you are authorizing us to promote you on any given
forum.
m) In any given condition acceptance & rejection will be the sole decision of the
YoungSkilledIndia (YSIID Solutions Pvt. Ltd.) only.

